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. Recently, it has been proved [2, Theorem 2] that if there is a normal, separable, nonmetrizable Moore space then there is such a space which is also locally compact. There seems to be little more known about the metrizability of normal, locally compact Moore spaces than is known about normal Moore spaces. This paper is devoted to establishing some metrizability properties of normal Moore spaces and normal, locally compact Moore spaces. Since each locally compact Moore space is complete, it perhaps should be noted that Younglove [8] has interesting results concerning metrizability of complete Moore spaces. Theorem 1 of this paper establishes a relation between screenability and Younglove's Property Q [8] in complete Moore spaces. Theorems 3 and 4 establish that certain screenable subsets of complete, normal Moore spaces are strongly screenable. It is also proved that if 2 Ko < 2* 2 , then each normal, locally compact, nonmetrizable Moore space has the following property: A space has Property P if for each open covering H of S there exists an uncountable discrete collection G refining H such that G is not screenable, but each uncountable subcollection of G contains an uncountable screenable subcollection.
The statement that S is a Moore space means that there exists a sequence of collections of regions satisfying Axiom 0 and the first three parts of Axiom 1 of [5] . A Moore space is complete if there exists such a sequence satisfying all of Axiom 1. By a development is meant a sequence of collections of regions satisfying Axiom 0 and the first three parts of Axiom 1.
The statement that the collection G of mutually exclusive point sets is (strongly) screenable means that there exists a sequence H u H 2y 176 D. REGINALD TRAYLOR H z , of (discrete) collections of mutually exclusive domains such that no domain in any H { intersects two elements of G and each element of G is a subset of some domain of some H { .
The statement that the discrete collection G of point sets is collectionwise normal means there exists a collection H of mutually exclusive domains in the space such that each element of G is a subset of some element of H but no element of H intersects two elements of G. The discrete collection G is collectionwise abnormal if no collection of domains in the space covering G* satisfies the notion of collectionwise normality. 
r is an refinement of G covering S which satisfies Property Q with respect to M.
Younglove proved [8, Theorem 3] that if M is a subset of a complete Moore space which has Property Q, then exists a development satisfying Axiom C, stated below, at each point of M.
AXIOM C. There exists a sequence G u G 2 , satisfying conditions 1, 2, and 4 of Axiom 1 of [5] along with the condition (3) if A is a point of a region R and B is a point of R, there a positive exists integer n such that if x is a region of G n containing A, and y is a region of G n intersecting x, then x + y is a subset of i2, and unless B is A, x + y does not contain B.
For the sake of completeness, and to further indicate the relation between Property Q and metrizability in Moore Denote by S' the space in which P is a point if and only if P is an element of G or a point in S-G*. Since each element of G is compact, a result due to Worrell [7] establishes that S' is a Moore space. To prove that S' is normal, suppose that N and K are mutually exclusive, closed point sets. Then JV* and if* are mutually exclusive closed point sets and there exists mutually exclusive domains Df and D% containing iSΓ* and K* respectively. Then D N and D κ contain N and K respectively, in S'.
Clearly, G is collectionwise abnormal in S' and no domain containing it is metrizable. THEOREM Proof. By Theorem 11, S has Property P. Thus there exists a normal, locally compact, nonmetrizable Moore space S' which contains an uncountable subset T such that T has no limit point, is not screenable, but each uncountable subset of T contains an uncountable, screenable subset. Denote by v a well-ordering of T. Denote by w the maximal initial segment of v such that if t is a term of w and N is the point set to which x belongs if and only if x is in w and t does not precede x, then N is screenable. It is clear that w is uncountable. If w is not v then the subset M of T to which x belongs if and only if x is in w is not screenable. For assume that M is screenable. Then if t is the first term of v following w, it follows that M + t is screenable and w is not maximal. Moreover, no countable subsequence of w runs through w. For suppose that u is a countable subsequence of w such that if £ is a term of w, then t precedes some term of u in w. If y is a term of u, denote by M y the subset of T to which x belongs if and only if x is in w and precedes y. Then M y is screenable by the definition of w. But Σiveu My is M if w runs through w and, since the sum of countably many screenable sets is screenable, M would be screenable. Thus no countable subsequence of w runs through w and the proof is complete.
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